
HOW TO WRITE A RESEARCH PAPER POWERPOINT PRESENTATION

A PowerPoint presentation from a research paper is like an advertisement for the paper You need to highlight the most
important outcomes and.

Though, this all depends on the nature of the work. It will help you to have a future objective for yourself.
Standard heading size is 44 while standard text size is  There should be slide number on every slide except
title slide. By explaining this presenter should give an overview of the whole presentation. The template of
PowerPoint presentation should not have shocking color. Usually, a single statement is enough. How many
months of participant observation did you complete? You just want to illustrate the fact that your work
contributes to existing research in the field. Conclusion Try to interpret your results in points. Highlight if you
have something novel in your results. Data should be in the form of small key points or bullets. Visuals are
considered very effective tools for keeping the audience interested and for conveying a point. Data should not
be in paragraph form on the slide. Then, spend no more than a minute contextualizing your research questions
and project within the literature. Research paper presentation sample Download. The presenter should explain
all terms and every concept that is written on slide. If you have ethnographic data, you can tell one story from
the field for each point you want to make. Consume only one slide You are allowed to use fancy words or
good vocabulary here Results and Discussion Write down your results, most possibly in the form of the table.
For example, tell the audience what they will listen and see in next slide. In the PowerPoint presentation, it is a
good idea to find a picture that describes the aim of your research. Using flowcharts in your PowerPoint slides
can help you to present it in the more engaging way. It is however important that you focus on your findings,
future implication of your work and limitation since it is the potential for future research. Try not to confuse
your audience with so much numerical data so charts will work fine. I hope it will be helpful for you. You
should be able to go through all of the above in the first five minutes so that you can spend as much of your
time as possible sharing the rich detail of your own data and analyses. Give just enough information to
validate your findings for the methodology section. Again make sure you use visuals, story format, case
studies, quotes, even videos to explain your result to make it very appealing to the audience. What is the
timeframe for the data? Future Recommendations What can be done more on your particle topic? Paper
Presentation Sample To help our readers, I have made a template for paper presentation. The geographical
observations. If somewhere in slides text color is same as template audience would not be able to see what is
written on it. There should be the use of animations but no use of transitions. As you make each slide,
remember to put a few words as possible on each slide, and place an image on each slide to convey your
points visually. For interview data, you can use one interview quotes for each theme you plan to highlight. For
example, if you are going to work on a disease than describe the disease.


